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FERROELECTRIC CERAMIC DEVICES 
 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
A method and apparatus is disclosed by which high voltage and current can produced by a polycrystalline 
ferroelectric ceramic material in response to incident light.  Numerous applications of the ferroelectric 
ceramic material taking advantage of such properties thereof are further disclosed.  The polycrystalline 
ferroelectric ceramic material is initially poled by the application of a pulse of voltage of predetermined 
magnitude and direction.  After being poled in such fashion, light shining on the various surfaces of the 
ferroelectric ceramic material will generate a consistent high voltage between the surfaces of the ferroelectric 
ceramic material.   If electrodes are attached to the material, then a current will be generated and a load can 
then be powered by it.  Importantly, the magnitude of the voltage produced by the light is directly 
proportional to the remanent polarisation of the ferroelectric ceramic material, and is further directly 
proportional to the length of the material, the polarity of the high voltage being dependent upon the polarity 
of the remanent polarisation and being capable of being reversed when the remanent polarisation is reversed.  
The open circuit voltages produced by the ferroelectric ceramic material are orders of magnitude higher than 
those which typically have been produced in the prior-art through the utilisation of standard photovoltaic 
materials. 
 
  
 
DESCRIPTION 
 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
 
This invention generally relates to solid state devices exhibiting photovoltaic effects and is particularly 
directed to the provision of a device consisting of a class of polycrystalline ferroelectric ceramic materials 
which have been discovered to produce voltages upon the application of light.  These voltages are many 
orders of magnitude higher than voltages typically produced by conventional photovoltaic materials. 
 
Initially, and as background, the instant inventive apparatus and techniques to be discussed below are to be 
clearly distinguished from the photovoltaic effect now know in the prior-art in that the mechanism for the 
effect to be discussed herein appears to be unique and different from photovoltaic mechanisms previously 
described. 
 



 
 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 
 
It is the primary objective of the instant invention to provide a device and technique by which extremely high 
voltage can be generated utilising a solid state polycrystalline class of materials upon the application to such 
materials of incident light, the voltage generated exhibiting properties entirely unlike the well-known 
photovoltaic effect of the prior art and of orders of magnitude higher than voltages previously obtainable. 
 
Another equally important objective of the instant invention is the provision of apparatus utilising 
ferroelectric ceramic materials of the type to be described below, such apparatus taking advantage of the 
unique properties as discovered to be existent in the class of materials to which the instant invention relates. 
 
These broad objectives, as well as others which will become apparent as the following description proceeds, 
are implemented by the subject invention which utilises at its heart a class of materials known as ferroelectric 
ceramics, and which take advantage of the unique photovoltaic properties discovered to be existent in such 
class of materials. 
 
Specifically, by illuminating the surfaces of these materials, a steady voltage results across conducting 
electrodes placed in contact therewith. Currents can then be drawn through loads placed across these 
electrodes. It has been discovered that an arrangement of an initially polarised ceramic material with 
electrodes attached thereto as is shown in Fig.1 of the application drawings produces steady high voltages 
from a steady illuminating source such as the sun, an incandescent bulb, a fluorescent tube, etc. and that the 
magnitude of these voltages is high and directly proportional to the length, l of the sheet of material 
provided. In Fig.1, the shaded area represents an electrode, and Pr is the remanent polarisation.  In another 
basic arrangement of the invention, light enters through transparent electrodes and the material is poled in the 
direction of the light, and the photo-emf up to a certain limiting thickness is proportional to the thickness of 
the slab. 
 
It has further been discovered that the magnitude of the photo-voltages produced is directly proportional to 
the remanent polarisation of the material. The polarity of the photo-voltage is dependent on the polarity of 
the remanent polarisation and reverses when the remanent polarisation is reversed.  The magnitude of the 
voltages that are produced can also be varied by varying the sizes of the grains of which the ceramic is 
composed, the voltage having a generally proportional relation to the number of grains per unit length.  
Grain size can be controlled by well-known fabrication techniques involving compositional additives and 
firing rates, which techniques do not form a part of the present disclosure. 
 
When illuminated at intensity levels such as that produced by direct sunlight or at lesser levels such as that 
produced by a fluorescent lamp, the materials will behave as voltage sources in series with a high output 
resistance.  The output resistance will decrease an the intensity of illumination increases and also varies with 
wavelength. 
 
The open circuit voltages produced by the materials of the invention are much higher than those that are 
typical of other photovoltaic materials.  These high open circuit photo-voltages have been observed to some 
extent in virtually all materials examined which can generally be described or classified by the term 
ferroelectric ceramic, provided that the material was characterised by a net remanent polarisation.  Such high 
photo-voltages are to be expected in virtually all polarised ferroelectric ceramic materials properly doped, the 
class including thousands of different known materials of this kind with numerous variations possible in each 
kind.  Such variations are produced by additives, varying grain size, and by changing compositional blends, 
in those formed from mixtures.  Any of these are expected to have application as photovoltaic materials. 
 
From the viewpoint of application, the novel photovoltaic effect seen in ferroelectrics in accordance with the 
teachings herein differs in two important respects from the well known junction photovoltaic effect which is 
the mechanism in prior-art devices such as solar cells, and photo-diodes. 
 
First, the prior-art junction photo-emf is independent of the length or thickness of the unit and is low, less 
than one volt.  To obtain high voltages, many cells have to be connected in series.  The photovoltaic effect in 



ferroelectrics, on the other hand, can be used to directly produce high voltages. The photo-emf is 
proportional to length, and the photo-emf per unit length can be very high.  For example, the composition 
Pb(Zr65Ti35)O3 with 7% of the lead substituted by lanthanum, when composed of 2-4 microns grains 
produces, when illuminated as shown in Fig.1, 1500 volts for every centimetre of length between the 
electrodes.  A single one cm square unit thus directly produces 1500 volts. 
 
In this case, it is also clear that the voltage per unit length will be further increased by the development of a 
composition in which the average grain size is further decreased. 
 
These voltages are so high that applications have been contemplated which are alternatives to the devices 
presently used for the generation of extremely high DC voltages at low currents -- such as belt machines (the 
Van de Graaf), in which high voltages are produced by mechanically moving electric charges. 
 
Second, and perhaps even more important, is the fact that the direction of the photo-current and photo-
voltage can be reversed simply by reversing the direction of its remanent polarisation.  The magnitude of 
these quantities can be changed by changing that of the remanent polarisation, which in turn can be done (for 
example) by applying the proper polarity electrical voltage (poling voltage) to the same terminals across 
which the photo-voltages appear. The reversibility and control provided make immediately possible 
applications to use in computer memories of a new type -- in which information is stored as remanent 
polarisation and read out as the polarity and magnitude of a photo-current or photo-emf, such typical 
applications are disclosed here. 
 
Application to the generation of electrical power from solar radiation, for example, to solar battery type 
devices and to electrical power generating stations operating on the basis of solar to electrical energy 
conversion also is possible and contemplated but would require, to be practical, (except in special cases) 
considerably larger conversion efficiency than has been observed so far in the materials examined. A 
calculation of theoretical maximum efficiency, however, yields results which are large enough to suggest 
eventual practical use in this manner.  A conversion system based on these high voltage materials would 
have the particular advantage of producing its electricity directly at high voltage which is advantageous for 
power transmission purposes. 
 
The mechanism for the discovered effect appears to be unique and different from photovoltaic mechanisms 
previously described. Description will be provided explaining the mechanism and developing a theory for it. 
From this, it will be clear that the entire class of polycrystalline ferroelectrics are expected to exhibit high 
photo-emf's to at least some extent. 
 
 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
 
The invention itself will be better understood and further features and advantages of it will become apparent 
from the following detailed description which makes reference to the drawings, where: 
 
Fig.1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the basic arrangement by which photovoltaic voltages are generated 
by the application of light to a ferroelectric ceramic material as shown by this invention; 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.2 is an electrical schematic diagram depicting an equivalent circuit to the basic apparatus of Fig.1, where 
C0 is the capacitance of the sample measured utilising a capacitance meter connected between the electrodes 
and C1 is the parallel capacitance of a load coupled to the electrodes, and R1 is the resistive value of that 
load; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.3 is a graphical illustration of current vs. applied voltage to an illuminated ferroelectric wafer of the basic 
form depicted in Fig.1; 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4 is a graphical illustration of the photo-emf and photo-current as a function of intensity of illumination, 
with the particular graphical results being for a solid solution Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)03 with about 1% by weight of 
Nb205 added; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Fig.5 is a graphical illustration of photo-emf vs. grains per unit length (inverse median grain size) for two 
different materials; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6 is a graphical illustration of photo-voltage vs. remanent polarisation for ceramic BaTi03 + 5% by 
weight of CaTi03 ; 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Fig.7 is a diagram illustrating the short-circuit photo-current as a function of wavelength for the solid 
solution Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)03 ; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.8 is a diagram illustrating the short circuit photo-current as a function of wave length for ceramic BaTi03 
+ 5% by weight of CaTi03 ; 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Fig.9 is a diagram illustrating the short-circuit photo-current as a function of wavelength for the solid 
solution Pb(Zr0.65 Ti.0.35)03 with 7% of the lead substituted for by lanthanum; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig.10 is a diagram illustrating the photo-emf vs. wavelength for the solid solution Pb(Zr.0.35Ti0.4703 with 1% 
by weight of Nb205 added; 
 

 
 
 



Fig.11 is a diagram illustrating the photo-current divided by intensity vs. cut-off wave length of long wave 
length cut-off dichroic filters, with the materials being Pb(Zr0.53 Ti.0.47)03 with 1% by weight of Nb205 added 
and utilising a high-pressure mercury arc as the illumination source; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.12 is a diagram illustrating the photo-current divided by intensity vs. cut-off wavelength of short wave 
length cut-off filters, with the material being Pb(Zr0.53 Ti.0.47)03 with 1% by weight of Nb205 added; 
 

 
 
 



Fig.13, is diagram illustrating the photo-emf vs. wave length of short wavelength cut-off filters, with the 
material being Pb(Zr0.53 Ti.0.47)03 with 1% by weight of Nb205 added; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.14 is a pictorial illustration of the manner in which a single crystal produces a photo-emf, with the 
polarisation Ps being normal to the electrodes, which electrodes are illustrated by the shaded area; 
 

 
 
 



Fig.15 is a diagram illustrating photo-current vs. wave length of the single crystal BaTi03 ; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.16 is a diagram illustrating the photo-voltage vs. temperature for BaTi03 +5% by weight of CaTi03 ; 
 

 
 
 



Fig.17 is a diagram illustrating the photo-voltage vs. temperature of single crystal BaTi03 ; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.18 is a diagram illustrating photo-current vs. temperature for BaTi03 + 5% by weight of CaTi03 ; 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Fig.19 is a cross-sectional, elevational view schematically depicting the ceramic slab of Fig.1, with the 
photo-emf appearing across the electrodes on the edge, and with most of the photo-current flow being found 
in the shaded region near the surface; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig.20 is a cross-sectional, elevational view of a slab of ferroelectric ceramic material utilising transparent 
electrodes and depicting light incident through the transparent electrodes into the slab with the slab being 
polarised in the thickness direction; 
 

 
 
 



Fig.21 is a cross-sectional diagrammatic illustration of a single layer of grains depicting the manner in which 
photo-emf's are produced across the grains in an additive fashion to produce a length dependent effect in the 
ceramic material, the illumination being incident from the left-hand portion of the drawing and being 
typically quickly absorbed as it penetrates the material; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.22 is a diagram illustrating idealised two dimensional crystals of length l with spontaneous polarisation 
Ps, dielectric constant Epsilon b compensating surface charge per unit area of Sigma = Ps ; 
 

 
 
 



Fig.23 is an illustration depicting the structure of a typical ferroelectric grain or crystallite; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.24 is an illustration depicting a model of a crystal of length l; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig.25 is a diagram illustrating the potential distribution in an illuminated crystal; 
 

 



Fig.26 is a schematic representation of the instant inventive ferroelectric ceramic substrate utilised as a 
photovoltaic memory device with optical scanning; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.27 is a schematic illustration of an optical display apparatus utilising a ferroeletric ceramic material in 
accordance with the general teachings of the instant invention; 
 

 
 
 



Fig.28 is a schematic illustration depicting an optical display apparatus constructed in accordance with the 
teachings of the instant invention in monolithic form utilising a colour switching liquid crystal; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.29 is a schematic illustration of the display apparatus of Fig.28, modified to make utilisation of a twisted 
nematic liquid crystal; 
 

 
 
 



Fig.30 is a cross-sectional elevational view depicting an optical display apparatus utilising a colour switching 
liquid crystal in conjunction with a ferroelectric ceramic substrate of the instant invention, and which display 
apparatus exhibits permanent memory capabilities; 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.31 is a cross-sectional elevational view of a further form of an optical display apparatus constructed in 
accordance with the teachings of the instant invention, said apparatus utilising a colour switching liquid 
crystal and further utilising length-wise polarisation of the ceramic substrate; 
 

 
 
 



Fig.32 is an elevational view, in section, of a further form of an optical display apparatus constructed in 
accordance with the teachings of the instant invention, this apparatus being similar to that depicted in Fig.31 
of the application drawings but utilising a liquid crystal of the twisted nematic type; and 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.33 is a schematic illustration of a further form of optical display and storage utilising the 
photoconductive as well as photovoltaic properties of the ferroelectric ceramics. 
 

 
 
 



Fig.34 illustrates how the image stored in a substrate is displayed. 
 

 
 
 
 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED INVENTIVE EMBODIMENTS 
 
With reference now initially to Fig.1 of the application drawings, a discussion of the novel phenomena of the 
instant invention will ensue.  Upon the application of incident illumination to the ferroelectric ceramic, a 
steady voltage is produced which is proportional to the length l between the electrodes.  By dividing the 
sample into two equal segments along a line perpendicular to the direction of the remanent polarisation and 
by placing new electrodes on the cut edges, new samples would result each producing photo-emf's which is 
one half the original photo-emf. 
 
An arrangement such as that shown in Fig.1 can be described roughly by the equivalent circuit as shown in 
Fig.2. This has a saturation photo-emf Vo, in series with the photo resistance of the illuminated sample. 
Fig.3 is a current-voltage characteristic of a typical illuminated ferroelectric slab, and has the form expected 
from the equivalent circuit in Fig.2 except for the slight tendency towards saturation in the lower left 
quadrant.  As a function of intensity, the photo-emf saturates at relatively low levels of illumination. The 
short circuit photo-current is, however, linear with light intensity.  Results for the material Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)03 
with 1% by weight of Nb205 are shown in Fig.4.  The implication of these results and the equivalent circuit 
in Fig.2 is that the photo-resistance Rph is inversely proportional to intensity. 
 
A saturation photo-emf and a short circuit current proportional to intensity has been measured in several 
poled ferroelectric materials. These are shown in Table I: 
 



 
 
 
For a given composition the photo-emf is also a function of grain size. These results are shown in Table II. 
 

 
 
the photo-voltage v. number of grains per unit length is plotted in Fig.5 for two different compositions.  The 
plot clearly shows a relationship between the two quantities. 
 
The fact that the photo-emf of a particular sample depends on the remanent polarisation is shown by the 
results for a typical ferroelectric material, barium titanate + 5% by weight of CaTi03,as plotted in Fig.6. 
 
The short circuit photo-current depends strongly on the wave length of the impinging illumination. It is a 
maximum at a wavelength resulting in a photon energy equal to the band gap energy of the material.  Other 
wavelengths can, however, contribute strongly to the current. 
 



Results for typical materials are shown in Fig.7, Fig.8, and Fig.9.   The current (ordinate) is that produced by 
illumination contained in a small band, of about +10 nm about a wavelength indicated on the abscissa.  A 
mercury source and notch type dichroic filters were used.  The total intensity within each band was only 
roughly constant.  The current that has been plotted has been therefore normalised to constant intensity by 
assuming the linear relation between the two. 
 
The photo-emf is less strongly dependent on wave length.  Results for a particular material, using notch 
dichroic filters is shown in Fig.10.  These values are saturation values, roughly independent of intensity. 
 
An important additional phenomena shows a dependence of current produced in the red and infrared regions 
in the presence of simultaneous blue band gap radiation. These results are shown in Fig.11 and Fig.12.  The 
ordinate (Fig.11) is the current produced by the light from a mercury arc shining through dichroic long 
wavelength cut off filters, the abscissa the wavelengths above which no light illuminates the sample.  Note 
the step at 650 nm. Using short wavelength cut off filters which eliminate the band gap light results in no 
current until the cut off wavelength is below the band gap.  These results are shown in Fig.12.  The amount 
of output in the red actually depends on the intensity of simultaneous band gap radiation, thus the energy 
efficiency of these materials for a broad band source is not simply the intensity weighted average of the 
efficiencies for individual wavelengths as produced by notch filter.  The actual value is larger. 
 
Photo-emf vs. cut-off wavelength for Pb(Zn0.53Ti0.47)03 +1% by weight of Nb203 is shown in Fig.13.  A 
substantial photo-emf appears at long wavelengths but no current can flow.  In other words, the internal 
resistance Rph is extremely high unless band gap is incident. 
 
 
Single Crystal Results 
 
The ceramic results imply a small photo-emf from a single crystal illuminated as shown in Fig.14.  Such emf 
= 0.55V at room temperature was indeed observed. 
 
The short circuit current is, as for the ceramic material, a strong function of wavelength.  These results are 
shown in Fig.15. 
 
 
Temperature Dependence 
 
Ceramic photo-emf is a function of temperature. Results for barium titanate ceramic with 5% by weight of 
CaTi03 are shown in Fig.16.   For both Pb(Zn0.53Ti0.47)03 with 1% by weight of Nb205 added and barium 
titanate the photo-emf decreases with increasing temperature.  In these measurements, the temperature 
ranged to the transition temperature, the photo-emf vanishing at the temperature at which the remanent 
polarisation also vanishes.  The remanent polarisation vs. temperature for this material is also shown in 
Fig.16.   Similar results for single crystal barium titanate are shown in Fig.17.  The single crystal photo-emf 
are, of course, much smaller.  Short circuit was measured as a function of temperature.  Results for barium 
titanate +5% by weight of CaTi03 are shown in Fig.18.  Similar results over the same temperature range were 
obtained for Pb(Zn0.53Ti0.47)03 + 1% by weight of Nb205 material.  In that case there was no maximum, the 
photo-current still increasing with increasing temperature at 1300 C. 
 
 
 
Effects of Optical Properties 
 
In the arrangement shown in Fig.1, the direction of polarisation, and consequently the direction of the photo-
emf is perpendicular to the direction of incidence of the light which is also the direction in which the light is 
strongly absorbed.  The light only enters into a region near the surface of the material.  The rapidity of the 
absorption depends strongly on the wavelength of the light, the light becoming fully absorbed in a region 
closer and closer to the surface as one decreases the wavelength of the light and approaches the band gap 



wavelength.  For shorter wavelengths, the light no longer enters the material and thus for these wave lengths 
the light-induced effects decrease rapidly with decreasing wavelength. 
 
Ceramic materials which exhibit these photo-emf's can appear transparent, translucent, and apparently 
opaque when viewed with white light.  Light, however, obviously enters even the opaque materials to 
produce the photo-emf's.  The apparent opacity is produced by diffuse reflection at granular boundaries.  It is 
of course desirable to minimise the degree to which diffuse reflectivity prevents light from entering the 
material.  Nevertheless, the largest photo-currents and greatest photovoltaic efficiency has been originally 
observed in a material which appears opaque in thickness more than a few thousandths of an inch. The cross 
sectional drawing Fig.19 depicts the way light enters the material with the arrangement as originally shown 
in Fig.1. 
 
When a circuit connects the electrodes, the maximum density of current occurs near the surface, the current 
density decreasing in regions deeper within the thickness. 
 
Polishing the surfaces of these materials, however, increases the transparency and, as expected, the 
magnitude of the photo-current and the photovoltaic conversion efficiency.  An emf will also be produced by 
the arrangement shown in Fig.20 provided, of course, that the electrodes are of a nature to allow light to 
enter the material. Normal thick metal electrodes are opaque to light. When metal electrodes are thin enough, 
they permit light to be transmitted and yet are sufficiently conductive to function as electrodes. Other 
conducting transparent electrodes include indium oxide.  The emf now will be seen to appear across the 
thickness of the material, in the direction of the remanent polarisation. 
 
In this arrangement the high dark resistance of any un-illuminated bulk portion of the material is in series 
with the circuit connecting the electrodes.  The current that can be drawn is limited.  Maximum currents can 
be drawn when the thickness between the electrodes is equal to or less than the absorption depth of the 
radiation.  However, since the saturation photo-emf is not a strong function of intensity, vanishing only for 
extremely low intensities, the full photo-emf per unit length vo can usually be observed for this samples. 
 
 
Proposed Mechanism for the High Voltage Photovoltaic Effect in Ferroelectrics 
 
Briefly, it is proposed that the photo-emf results from the action of an internal field within the bulk of an 
individual ceramic grain on non-equilibrium carriers generated by illumination.  These carriers move to 
screen the internal field.  The photo-emf that appears is the open circuit result of such screening.  A change 
in charge distribution upon illumination changes the voltage across a grain from an initial value of zero to the 
photo-voltages which are observed. 
 
These photo-emf's appears across individual ceramic grains.  What is observed as a length dependent high 
photo-voltage is the series sum of the photo-emf's appearing across grains, each of which is characterised by 
saturation remanent polarisation Po.  The situation is shown schematically in Fig.21.  Individual grains 
typically are small, of the order of 10 microns in diameter.  To produce a high photo-voltage per unit length 
in the ceramic the voltage across an individual grain need not be large.  For example the results in Table II 
for Pb(Zn0.65Ti0.47)03 with 7% Lator Pb can be explained by individual grain photo-voltage of only about 0.5 
volts per grain.  The clear implication of the experimental results (Table II and Fig.5) is that for the range of 
grain sizes investigated, the photo-emf across a grain is more or less independent of the size of the grain.  
This is supported also by the single crystal results. 
 
Ferroelectric crystals are characterised by large spontaneous polarisation which would be expected to 
produce large emf's even in the dark.  Such emf's are not observed even across highly insulating materials. 
This is presumed to be the result of space charge within the volume or on the surface of a ferroelectric crystal 
(which, in ceramics, are the individual grains or crystallites).  The space charge produces a potential across a 
crystal cancelling the potential produced by the net polarisation within they crystal.  It is obvious that as long 
as there are sufficient charges within the crystal which are free to move, any potential produced by an 
internal polarisation will eventually vanish. 
 



This dark zero potential state is the initial state of a crystal crystallite, grain, and of the ceramic body 
composed of these grains.  The absence of a net potential in the dark does not however mean the absence of 
internal fields.  Internal fields can be expected to exist and are the consequence of the spatial distribution of 
the charges which bring the net potentials across grains to zero.  These spatial distributions can not be 
arbitrarily assigned, but are subjected to constraints of a basic physical nature. 
 
In the idealised two dimensional crystal shown in Fig.22, the surface charge density Upsilon = Ps reduces the 
potential between the surfaces to zero.  If the surface charge density (in actuality this does not occur) is 
completely juxtaposed upon the bound polarisation surface charge, which has a value Ps, then there are no 
internal fields.  Were there no charge, the crystal would show an internal field and a potential between 
the surfaces of . 
 
Such a field would be well above the dielectric breakdown strength of a real dielectric.  For a single domain 
typical ferroelectric barium titanate Ps = 26 x 10-2 C/m, and the relative dielectric constant Epsilonr in the 
direction of polarisation is 137.   The field that would have to exist in the absence of compensation charge is 
over 2 x 106 volts/cm which is well above the dielectric strengths typical of these materials.  If such a field 
could momentarily exist within a ferroelectric crystal it would not exist for long but be reduced from its 
maximum value to some value below the dielectric strength of the material.  The strong field would break 
down the material and a charge flow would produce a space charge distribution resulting in a new lower 
value for the internal fields within the crystal. 
 
Such a space charge distribution must exist in an actual crystal.  The space charge serves to reduce the 
potential across a crystal to zero.  Such charges have limited mobility and the materials continue to behave as 
insulators for ordinary strength applied fields. 
 
Such a space charge cannot occupy a delta function-like region as in the idealised situation shown in Fig.22, 
but must occupy instead a finite volume.  If these are localised near the surface of the crystal, then an internal 
field Epsilonb exists within the bulk of the material and additional fields Es exist within the space charge 
regions near the surface. 
 
It is hypothesised that these space charge regions are near the surface of real crystals with the charge 
distributed within a surface layer thickness s.  The reasons for same are as follows:  
(1) The surface regions of ferroelectric crystals are characterised by regions whose dielectric, ferroelectric, 

and thermodynamic properties differ markedly from that of the bulk.  These differences are best 
explained by the existence of strong fields in this region that would be produced by space charge.  There 
is a considerable body of information in the literature supporting the existence and delineating the 
properties of these layers;  

(2) The interplay of space charge and the very non-linear dielectric constant of ferroelectric would be 
expected to localise space charge in a low dielectric constant layer near the surface.  In ferroelectrics, 
unusually high, low field relative dielectric constants (of the order of 1000) can be expected to reduce in 
value with increasing field strength.  Thus charge in a region reduces the dielectric constant of that region 
increasing the field strength of that region.  This feedback mechanism can be shown to localise charge 
within a layer. 

 
The experimental results supporting the existence of surface layers will not be reviewed here, nor the 
calculations which support the localisation of charge into layers as a result of a non-linear (saturable) 
dielectric constant.  These may be reviewed by referring to the literature. 
 
A schematic description of a typical grain, i.e. crystallite, with space charge regions of thickness s, and a 
bulk region of thickness l, is shown in Fig.23.  The internal fields (in the two dimensional model) of such a 
charge distribution superimposed on that produced by the bound polarisation charge will be calculated and 
also the effect of these fields on carriers within the bulk produced as the result of an internal photo effect 
(photo-ionisation).  Formulae for the photo emf that will be derived will have the correct sign, a linear 
dependence on remanent polarisation, and the kind of temperature dependence that has actually been 
observed.  In addition there will result an estimate of a size independent grain photo-emf for a typical 



ferroelectric, barium titanate, which is consistent with that implied from the observed ceramic emf, and 
single grain emf.  The grain has as shown in Fig.23:  
(1)  A bulk region with dielectric constant Epsilonb and uniform polarisation (at zero applied field) Po ;  
(2)  Surface layers of dielectric constant Epsilons, considerably less than that of the bulk. There are also 

polarisation in the surface regions Ps (x) which exist at zero applied field.  These will generally be 
parallel to the bulk polarisation at one end and anti-parallel at the other end;  

(3) Space charges in these surface layers which serves to remove any potential across the grain. It is the 
space charge layers which produce high fields which reduce the highly non-linear dielectric constant of 
the bulk to the lesser value in the surface layers, and also produce the remanent polarisation, Ps (x) with 
the surfaces. 

 
Such a structure also has an internal bulk field, and surface fields which can be calculated. For the purposes 
of this calculation we assume a simple two dimensional model shown in Fig.24. 
 
The polarisation with the various regions are assumed only for simplicity to be uniform within these regions. 
Again, only for simplicity those in the surface layers and the bulk are assumed equal in magnitude (i.e. Ps (x) 
= Po).  The space charge densities .+-.noe are also assumed uniform and equal in magnitude. The 
polarisations are equivalent to four bound surface charge densities, 
 

 
 
There are, using Gauss's law, electric fields as shown in Fig.24. 
 

 
 
It has been assumed that the voltage across the crystal vanishes, 

 
 
no and s, from this and the three preceding equations, must be related by the expression 
 

 
 
and the bulk field 

 



 
Surface layers in barium titanate ceramic grains have been estimated at 10-6 cm (see for example Jona and 
Shirane Ferroelectric Crystals, Pergammon Press, 1962).  The remanent polarisation typical of the ceramic 
material is about 8 x 10-2 C/m2, the relative dielectric constant of the poled ceramic about 1300.  The high 
field dielectric constant will be estimated at roughly 0.5 the bulk dielectric constant.  These numbers yield a 
bulk field, for a typical 10-3 cm grain of, 
 
E2 = 350 volts/cm 
 
The potential across the bulk would thus be approximately -0.35 volts.  The remaining potential across the 
grain would be that across the surface layers.  Illumination has the effect of producing charges which screen 
the internal field, E2 causing it to vanish. 
 
The negative voltage vanishes and a positive potential appears across the sample. The light makes the sample 
look more positive.  This is exactly what happens as the result of a thermally-induced decrease in 
polarisation. Thus the pyro-electric voltage is in the same direction as the photo-voltage as is experimentally 
observed. 
 
In the fully screened case, the photo-emf is also the emf across the two surface layers 
 

 
 
The light generated free electrons sets up a counter field which tends to cancel the bulk field E2 ; thus, the 
observed voltage drop is less than it would be in a perfectly insulating medium. This is what is meant by the 
term ‘screening’.  The counter field approaches -E2. Assuming the shielding occurs only in the bulk, the total 
voltage across the grain is now the sum of the voltages across the surface layers. 
 
The photo-emf is in the opposite direction to the bulk polarisation. This fact predicted in the theory is what is 
always observed experimentally. The complete screening of the bulk field thus would, in barium titanate, be 
expected to result in a photo-emf of +0.35 volts per grain or 350 V/cm and about 0.35 volts across a 
macroscopic single crystal.  These are roughly the values actually observed as seen in Table I, and with the 
single crystal results.  The linear relation between remanent polarisation and saturation photo-emf as shown 
in Fig.6 is also predicted by these equations. The dependence on temperature of the photo-emf as shown in 
Fig.16 and Fig.17 is predicted by the fact that as one approaches the curie temperature, not only is Po 
decreasing but the dielectric .epsilon..sub.s is increasing. The bulk internal field, E2, should therefore 
decrease with temperature more rapidly than the remanent polarisation. 
 
Screening 
Solving the general problem of screening in a ferroelectric is difficult.  Many of the principles involved can 
be demonstrated by solving a special case. The special case is meant to be particularly applicable to the 
Pb(Zr0.53, Ti0.47)03 + 1% by weight of Nb2O5 material. 
 
Utilised, only for simplicity, is a two dimensional model, with photo-produced carriers limited to those of a 
single sign. It will be assumed that these are electrons generated from deep trapping levels midway in the 
band gap, and that the illumination empties all the traps leaving fixed positive charges to replace the original 
traps. The complete emptying of a deep trapping level would produce the long wave length photo-voltages 
and the phenomena of an intensity saturation of the photo-emf typical of the Pb(Zr0.53, Ti0.47)O3 + 1% by 
weight of Nb2O5. 
 



Consider a two dimensional illuminated slab of length l within which is an internal field Epsilon and within 
which, light generates a uniform density of electrons no (n electrons per unit length). Schematically the 
situation is shown in Fig.25, where Phi.(x) is the potential at a point x. 
 
The carriers respond to the internal field and occupy a Boltzman distribution 
 

  
 
if the fields due to the electrons could be neglected, then 
 

 
 
This is, of course, too rough an approximation. With n(O) the density of electrons at x=0, and no, the density 

of the immobile donor ions  with Phi(x) is given by Poisson's equation,  

  
Since for Phi = 0 n(0) =no, and since all traps are emptied, assuming electrical neutrality, 
 

 
 
If the crystal is neutral there must be no electric field at the boundary except the applied field -Eo  
 

 
 
These two boundary conditions allow the solution of Poisson's equation. 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 
The implication is therefore that photovoltaic contributions from the bulk will be much larger than that from 
the surface layers, for surface layers are extremely small white lD can be estimated as very roughly equal in 
the bulk and the surface. 
 
Thus, illumination will result in the vanishing of the internal field within the bulk resulting in a maximum 
photo-emf. where E2 is the bulk field. 
 
For small intensities, we can assume no small, then 



  
i.e., the photo-voltage is proportional to no which can be reasonably assumed proportional to intensity which 
is experimentally observed (see Fig.4). 
 
The model just described explains the long wave length photo-emfs, in the material Pb(0.53Zr,0.47Ti)03 + 1% 
by weight of Nb205.  Such a deep trapping level is probably typical of the lead titanate-lead zirconate 
materials with characteristic lead vacancies.  These bind electrons leaving holes (producing p type dark 
conductivity). The addition of common dopants -- for example niobium gives rise to free electrons which 
combine with holes or get trapped by the lead vacancies.  The doping can thus be said to provide electrons 
which fill traps. 
 
It is these trapped electrons which are photo-injected into the conduction band by the long wave length light 
providing near maximum photo-emfs in material illuminated at 500 nm and even longer wave lengths as 
shown in the results plotted in Fig.13.  Full saturation, that is the complete shielding of the bulk internal 
field, requires however band gap carriers which occurs as one approaches the 373 nm band gap wave length. 
Solving this problem, that of band gap carriers in addition to electrons generated by deep traps, can be 
accomplished in a manner similar to that which was accomplished for the trapped electrons but is more 
complex for example because mobile holes are being produced in addition to electrons and one cannot 
necessarily fix the maximum number of carriers. 
 
The photo-emfs are created by photo-induced carriers shielding the bulk field. Effectively, no photo-current 
can flow however unless band gap light is present as is clear from the results shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13. 
Here it is clear the band gap light produces maximum photo-emf and maximum photo-currents, less than 
band gap light, maximum or almost maximum photo-emf but no photo-currents and that the output resistance 
under these circumstances appears extremely high. Addition of band gap light allows current to flow. 
 
The tentative explanation is that the surface layers from high resistance barriers, the magnitude of which 
lowers with band gap light. The surface layers thus act as intrinsic photoconductors in series with an emf. 
This picture not only explains the rather unique dependence of photo-emf and short circuit photo-current on 
wave length as shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13 but also the equivalent circuit which is typical of all these 
materials as described in Fig.2 and as indicated by the current-voltage results in Fig.3. 
 
A possible explanation for the high resistance of the surface layers is that they include quantities of charged 
ions which have been localised there. These are immobile under normal applied voltages moving only under 
the action of high fields such as produced by the reversal of the remanent polarisation. Those ions not only 
will occupy trapping levels, eliminating the need for easily ionised trapped electrons and thus reducing the 
intrinsic conductivity but also form centres for coulomb scattering of conduction electrons which should 
contribute markedly to the resistivity. 
 
Efficiency 
 
Some insight into the possible maximum efficiency of the process can be obtained by considering carriers 
generated by band gap light. with potential energy 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Which compares with an observed band gap efficiency of about 0.06%. The calculation, of course, 
depends on idealising assumptions, some of which may be practically obtainable. 
 
 
 
PHOTOVOLTAIC MEMORY DEVICE 
 
With the above background and general teachings of the unique discovery of the invention now firmly in 
mind, numerous and important applications of the properties of the ferroelectric ceramics above-discussed 
are readily possible as will be evident to those skilled in this art.  For example, the device of the instant 
invention will be shown to exhibit particular utility as a memory apparatus, thus making use of the property 
of the ferroelectric ceramic defined as remanent polarisation or "memory” as previously explained. 
 
With particular reference now to Fig.26 of the application drawings, one such photovoltaic memory 
apparatus is disclosed, the memory apparatus being optically addressed. In this respect, a substrate or sheet 
of a ferroelectric ceramic material of the type above-discussed is indicated by reference numeral 10 as being 
"sandwiched" between at least one pair of electrodes such as electrodes 12 and 14 positioned on opposing 
sides of the substrate. 
 
In the preferred embodiment as shown, an array of electrode pairs, such as pairs 12-14 and 16-18 are 
disposed on opposing sides of the substrate 10 as to define a matrix configuration. Information is put into the 
memory and particularly into the region of the substrate 10 lying between electrode pairs by temporarily 
applying a voltage pulse of a predetermined polarity between the electrode pairs, such pulse being provided 
by the Write Pulse Generator 20 coupled to the various electrodes and of typical construction. Specifically, if 
a positive voltage pulse was provided by the Write Pulse Generator 20 between electrode pairs 12-14, with 
electrode 12 being presumed to be the positive electrode in this example, a remanent ferroelectric 
polarisation will take place in the region of substrate 10 lying between the crossed electrode pair, this 
remanent polarisation being in a direction and of a polarity dependent upon the polarity of the write pulse. 



 
Similarly, if a negative voltage pulse was applied between electrode 16 on the one hand, and electrode 18 on 
the other hand, with electrode 16 in this instance being presumed to have the negative polarity, a remanent 
polarisation within the ferroelectric ceramic 10 will take place in the region disposed between the 
intersecting or crossed electrodes 16 and 18. In a similar fashion, predetermined remanent polarisation can be 
produced individually in all of the regions of the ferroelectric ceramic 10 that are disposed between crossed 
electrode pairs of the matrix array in direct dependence upon the polarity of the write pulse voltage applied, 
this remanent ferroelectric polarisation constituting stored information in that such polarisation within the 
ceramic will remain until removed by the application of a write voltage pulse of opposing polarity. 
 
In accordance with the teachings of the instant invention, these stored "bits" of information in the form of 
remanent ferroelectric polarisation within the various regions of the substrate 10 can be extracted or "read" 
by selectively illuminating the poled regions of the substrate with a beam of light, as preferably can be 
provided by a laser, for example. Upon illumination, the polarised regions of the ferroelectric ceramic will 
produce a photovoltaic current and voltage at an associated electrode pair, with the polarity of the photo-
current and photo-voltage being dependent upon the "stored" remanent ferroelectric polarisation or 
"information" within the particular region of the substrate. 
 
In the preferred embodiment of the device wherein a so-called matrix configuration of the electrode pairs are 
provided, the entire ferroelectric ceramic substrate can be scanned by the illuminating beam which is 
contemplated to be continuously swept in the fashion of a "light pencil" by a light beam scanner of 
conventional construction as is designated by reference numeral 22, for example, light beam scanner 22 
providing the sweeping illuminating beam designated by reference numeral 24. Further, and in this particular 
embodiment, the illumination from the light beam 24 would be transmitted into the associated poled regions 
of the ferroelectric ceramic 10 by passing through electrodes 12, 16 etc. disposed on the surface of the 
ceramic facing the illuminating beam, electrodes 12, 16, etc. being constructed so as to be transparent. 
 
The generated photovoltaic currents and voltages at the electrode array would be detected by a synchronised 
detector designated by reference numeral 26 coupled to each of the electrode pairs, detector 26 being of 
conventional construction and serving to monitor the polarity of the photovoltaic currents and voltages 
developed in time synchronism with the light beam scanner 22. Such synchronism can be effected through a 
direct coupling of the detector 26 to the light beam scanner 22 in typical fashion, or through the utilisation of 
an external computer clock, all in accordance with standardised matrix memory addressing techniques. 
 
Optical Display Apparatus 
 
The discovered properties of the ferroelectric ceramic substrate of the instant invention can further be applied 
in conjunction with liquid crystals to fabricate a novel display apparatus and, in this respect, attention is 
generally directed to Fig.27 to Fig.32 of the appended application drawings. 
 
The operational principle associated with the fabrication of such optical displays relies upon the utilisation of 
the photovoltaic currents and voltages generated by substrates of a ferroelectric ceramic material to effect 
switching of the opacity state of a liquid crystal operating in the field - effect mode. This generalised 
combination will be seen to provide a write-in read-out memory and optical display. Both the liquid crystal 
and the ferroelectric ceramic effectively function as a memory, either in a binary or bi-stable mode having 
two possible states designated as an "on" state or an "off" state wherein the liquid crystal is switched from a 
substantially transparent condition to a substantially opaque condition, or in a multi-state mode by which the 
transmission characteristics of the liquid crystal are varied through many states to effect a so-called gray 
scale display. 
 
With particular reference to Fig.27 of the application drawings, a typical optical display device following the 
general teachings of the instant invention is shown, such display device providing so-called dark spot display 
capabilities. As depicted in Fig.27, a twisted nematic liquid crystal is designated by reference numeral 28, 
such crystal being sandwiched between two transparent electrodes 30 and 32. 
 



As is known, the twisted nematic liquid crystal 28 will vary its transmission characteristic to incident light 
dependent upon the polarity and magnitude of a voltage applied across electrodes 30 and 32. Specifically, the 
twisted nematic liquid crystal 28 serves to transmit illumination through it as long as there is no voltage 
across electrodes 30 and 32. In conjunction with the twisted nematic liquid crystal 28, a linear polariser 34 is 
provided, as is an analyser 36 of conventional construction. The linear polariser 34 and the analyser 36 are 
crossed so that no light passes through the combination to a diffuse reflector 38 except for the fact that the 
twisted nematic liquid crystal cell interposed between them rotates the polarisation of the incident 
illumination by 900 so as to allow passage of light. Application of a voltage across the cell electrodes 30 and 
32 destroys the ability of the liquid crystal cell 28 to rotate the plane of the polarisation of the illumination 
and the illumination is consequently absorbed in the analyser 36 rather than transmitted and reflected off the 
diffuse reflector 38. 
 
Accordingly, when voltage is applied across electrodes 30 and 32, a dark colour of the liquid cell would be 
displayed in so-called dark spot display. The magnitude of the display is dependent upon the magnitude of 
the applied voltage, such that a voltage applied across cell electrode 30 and 32 less than a characteristic 
amount necessary to effect full plane rotation will only partially reduce the rotating ability of the liquid 
crystal 28 thereby resulting in only a partial extinction of illumination and the generation of a gray-scale 
display. The above discussion of the operation of a so-called twisted nematic liquid crystal is entirely 
conventional. 
 
To obtain the switching voltage for application to the cell electrodes 30 and 32, a substrate of a ferroelectric 
ceramic designated by reference numeral 40 it utilised, the substrate 40 being sandwiched between electrodes 
42 and 44 as shown, ceramic substrate 40 being disposed such that the illustrated illumination impinges not 
only on the liquid crystal 28, but also on the ceramic substrate. As illustrated, electrodes 42 and 44 of the 
ceramic substrate 40 are respectively coupled to the transparent electrodes 30 and 32 of the twisted nematic 
liquid crystal cell 28. 
 
Initially, a polarisation voltage is applied to the ferroelectric ceramic substrate 40 across the associated 
electrodes 42 and 44, such voltage being in the form of a pulse and serving to produce a remanent 
polarisation in the direction of the arrow shown within the substrate. Subsequently, and in accordance with 
the teachings of the invention, when the substrate 40 is illuminated, a current will flow in a circuit 
connecting terminal 42 to terminal 30 of the liquid crystal cell 28, through the cell 28 to electrodes 32, and 
then to terminals 44 of the ceramic substrate 40, this current being a photovoltaic current proportional to the 
magnitude of the remanent polarisation effected within the ferroelectric ceramic by the initial application of 
the polarisation voltage pulse. 
 
The magnitude of the photovoltaic current can be varied in accordance with the generalised teachings of the 
instant invention discussed at the outset by simply varying the magnitude of the initial polarising pulse. The 
so-called gray-scale display capability of the light transmission characteristics of the liquid crystal 28 is 
provided simply through a pre-selection of the magnitude of the remanent polarisation produced and, of 
course, assuming a constant intensity illumination. The memory characteristics of the ferroelectric ceramic 
40 are inherently brought about in that the value of the photovoltaic current can be changed only through the 
application of another polarising pulse. Thus, the generalised apparatus of Fig.27 functionally constitutes an 
apparatus which effects an optical display of the state of the memory within ferroelectric ceramic substrate 
40. 
 
In the embodiment as described in Fig.27, a so-called "dark spot display" was effected. In the event that a so-
called "bright spot" is desired to appear during the "on" state of the liquid crystal in transmission or 
reflection, polariser 34 and analyser 36 would be disposed in a parallel relationship with respect to one 
another, rather than crossed. Further, and although the basic embodiment above-discussed refers to the 
utilisation of liquid crystals of the twisted nematic type, similar results can be obtained with so-called colour 
switching crystals which, in like fashion, alter their light transmission characteristics to incident polarised 
light in response to the application of a voltage across them. 
 
In accordance with the generalised teachings of Fig.27, various other forms of optical displays can be 
constructed. For example, and with particular reference to Fig.28 of the application drawings, a different 



form of combined memory and optical display apparatus is illustrated, this apparatus making use of a colour 
switching liquid crystal 46 instead of the twisted nematic liquid crystal 28 of Fig.27.  As was explained 
above, the colour switching liquid crystal such as crystal 46 serves to alter its light transmission 
characteristics to incident polarised light, and it is for this reason that the light source illustrated in Fig.28 is 
defined as being polarised illumination, although it is to be understood that in this embodiment, as well as in 
the following embodiments to be discussed which use colour switching liquid crystals, a non-polarised light 
source can be provided if a linear polariser is disposed within the apparatus on the side of the liquid crystal 
nearest the incoming illumination. 
 
The display apparatus of Fig.28 defines a so-called monolithic structure as opposed to the exemplary 
structure of Fig.27 wherein the liquid crystal was physically spaced from the energising ferroelectric 
ceramic. In Fig.28, a "sandwich" construction is provided comprising a face plate 48, a transparent electrode 
50 coupled to ground, the colour switching liquid crystal 46, a slab or substrate of a ferroelectric ceramic 52, 
and a plurality of electrodes such as electrodes 54 coupled to the ferroelectric ceramic 52 in an array. 
 
When a short voltage pulse is initially applied between the ground electrode 50 and one of the polarity of 
rear electrodes 54, the region of the liquid crystal 46 immediately in front of the rear electrode 54 will 
become transparent resulting in a potential appearing between the semi-transparent ground electrode 50 and 
the rear electrode 54 due to the incident illumination. In this instance, the ferroelectric ceramic material 52 
would preferably be a transparent ceramic, such as 0.020 inch disk of 8.5/65/35 PLZT with a grain size of 6 
microns, polarised in the thickness direction and producing a photo-emf of about 30 volts and a short circuit 
current of 10-7 amperes/cm.sup.2 per watt per cm.sup.2 input at 388 nm, for example. Further, the rear 
electrodes 54 are contemplated to be of a transparent variety, such as indium oxide 50 that a display can be 
provided in transmission. 
 
A further variant of the operation of the device of Fig.28 is possible, eliminating the necessity for the initial 
application of a short voltage pulse between the ground electrode 50 and one of the plurality of rear 
electrodes 54 to commence the process of clearing of the liquid crystal 46. In this respect, and in addition to 
the normally provided uniform polarised illumination, an additional intense source of light providing a thin 
beam such as a laser would be provided, the laser constituting a so-called "light pencil".  Upon application of 
the intense pencil beam of light of the apparatus of Fig.28, such intense light would penetrate the liquid 
crystal even in its nominally closed state thus illuminating the ferroelectric ceramic 52, such illumination 
causing a photo-voltage to be generated as above-discussed which would then appear across the liquid 
crystal in the region of the intense light beam causing that region to become transparent and allowing the 
uniform polarised illumination to penetrate into that region, such uniform illumination further clearing the 
crystal in a regenerative process. This would result in a clear region which looked bright under reflected 
light, and a current flowing from the associated rear electrode 54 to ground, for example, through a non-
illustrated resistor that would be provided. With this modification, the intense beam of light constituting the 
"light pencil" can be utilised to actually enter a line drawing into the display, with a point by point read-out 
being provided. 
 
As opposed to obtaining a point-by-point electrical read-out, the image written-in by the "light pencil" can be 
externally projected. In this respect, and as explained, the "image" constitutes transparent sections of the 
liquid crystal. If a light source such as a tungsten-halogen lamp normally associated with projectors was 
additionally provided to illuminate the display apparatus from the "rear" thereof in a direction opposing the 
direction of the incident polarised illumination, such auxiliary light source would pass through the display 
apparatus at the transparent regions, much in the same manner as a photographic slide is projected, the 
projection image being displayed on a suitable screen. In this instance, of course, a ferroelectric ceramic 
material that is transparent would be required, such as the material known as PLZT 7/65/35. 
 
As can further be appreciated, the memory characteristics of the optical display of Fig.28 are not permanent. 
If domain switching and a permanent memory capability is desired, an alternative electrode configuration 
would be required in the fashion illustrated in Fig.30 of the application drawings, components of the 
apparatus of Fig.30 that are the same as those of Fig.28 being represented by the same reference numerals. 
Specifically, an additional transparent electrode 56 would be disposed between the colour switching liquid 
crystal 46 and the ferroelectric ceramic 52 polarisation within the ferroelectric ceramic 52 being effected by 



the application of a voltage pulse across electrodes 54 and 56, and with an additional grounding electrode 52 
being provided on the ceramic 52 as is shown so as to couple one end of the ferroelectric ceramic 52 to the 
transparent electrode 50. 
 
If a twisted nematic liquid crystal were desired to be utilised in the generalised configuration of the optical 
display of Fig.28, a still further modification of the electrode arrangement would be needed and, in this 
respect, attention is directed to Fig.29 of the application drawings.  Like parts in this figure are again 
represented by the same reference numerals. 
 
Initially, since a twisted nematic liquid crystals alters its light transmissions characteristics by rotating the 
plane of the polarisation of the illumination, a further polariser such as analyser 60 is required to be disposed 
between the ferroelectric ceramic 52 and the liquid crystal 46, the crystal 46 thereby being properly 
responsive to incoming polarised illumination either provided directly by a polarised source, or provided 
through the utilisation of a non-polarised illumination source in conjunction with a polariser such as polariser 
34 of the embodiment of Fig.27.  Additionally, a light transmitting electrode 62 would be disposed on the 
surface of the analyser 60 immediately adjacent the liquid crystal 46, transparent electrode 62 being coupled 
through the analyser and the ferroelectric ceramic substrate 52 to an associated rear electrode 54. Each of the 
rear electrodes 54 of the array would have associated therewith an additional transparent electrode 62 in 
similar manner. 
 
If the analyser 60 was constructed to be crossed with the incoming polarised illumination, the liquid crystal 
46 would normally transmit light through it and, upon the application of a voltage between electrode 54 and 
the front transparent electrode 50, would cause the apparatus to provide a so-called "dark spot display." 
Alternatively, if the incoming polarised light has a plane of polarisation parallel to the polarisation plane of 
analyser 60, a so-called "bright spot display" would result. It should further be appreciated that the 
embodiment of Fig.29 can be utilised with a "light pencil" to provide a functional operation similar to that 
discussed with respect to Fig.28. 
 
Attention is now directed to Fig.31 of the application drawings wherein an illustration is provided of an 
optical display array utilising a liquid crystal 64 of the colour switching type. Each of the units shown is 
contemplated to represent one of the horizontal row in an overall array. The structure illustrates is in 
monolithic form and, as shown, constitutes a polarity of superposed layers. Specifically, a transparent 
electrode 66 is provided, behind which is the liquid crystal 64 disposed between two face plates 68 and 70. A 
transparent electrode structure 72 is provided imbedded at one end with the liquid crystal 64 and coupled at 
the other end to one end of the ferroelectric ceramic substrate 74 as is shown. The other end of each 
ferroelectric ceramic slab 74 is commonly coupled to ground along with the front transparent electrode 66 as 
was discussed. 
 
With the embodiment of Fig.31, each ferroelectric ceramic substrate 74 would be initially polarised by the 
application of a polarising voltage pulse between the representative terminals or electrodes 76 and 78, for 
example. Now, upon the application of illumination to the ferroelectric ceramic, a photovoltaic voltage will 
be generated which appears between the front transparent electrode 66 and the rear transparent electrode 72 
causing the liquid crystal 64 between these electrodes to become transparent. 
 
Liquid crystal 64 would normally be in a nominally opaque state.  However, sufficient light would be 
transmitted through the liquid crystal material so as to produce the photo-voltage in the ferroelectric ceramic 
74, which photo-voltage applied to the electrodes 66 and 72 in a positive feed-back arrangement serves to 
increase the transparency of the colour switching liquid crystal 64 in the region between the electrodes. This 
increased transparency, in turn, increases the voltage output of the ferroelectric material 74 which further 
increases the transparency of the liquid crystal 64 such that a transparent region would be formed appearing 
as a bright spot with reflected light. The surface of the ferroelectric ceramic 74 would in this instance serve 
itself as a diffuse reflector which would be required by a display function in the reflection mode. 
 
Further, it should be appreciated that a certain threshold light transmission of the liquid crystal 64 would be 
required to begin this process of creating a transparent region. If the liquid crystal is sufficiently thick, the 
transmitted light through the crystal in its normally opaque state would be insufficient to commence this 



clearing process and an applied voltage would be initially necessary across the crystal to commence the 
process, this voltage being used as a "read" signal. 
 
As can be appreciated, the remanent polarisation of the ferroelectric ceramic material 74 in the embodiment 
depicted in Fig.31 is along the length of the ceramic substrate.  An alternate arrangement is possible wherein 
the memory writing is accomplished by altering the remanent polarisation of the ferroelectric ceramic in the 
thickness direction. In this respect, reference is once again made to Fig.30 of the application drawings 
illustrating the disposition of a ferroelectric ceramic 52 in conjunction with the colour switching liquid 
crystal 46 such that the remanent polarisation of the ceramic is achieved in the thickness direction, and such 
that permanent memory characteristics are imparted. With this arrangement, the incident illumination would 
be quickly absorbed in the surface of the ferroelectric ceramic material but would still penetrate sufficiently 
so as to produce relatively large photovoltaic voltages. 
 
Finally, the optical display device of Fig.31 can be constructed with a twisted nematic liquid crystal as 
opposed to the colour switching liquid crystal of Fig.31 and attention is herein directed to Fig.32 of the 
application drawings.  Again, components of the apparatus of Fig.32 which are similar to those in Fig.31 are 
represented by the same reference numeral. 
 
In this embodiment, a polariser 80 would initially be provided so as to polarise the incoming illumination. In 
a fashion similar to the generalised embodiment of Fig.27, an analyser 82 would likewise be provided, 
polariser 80 and analyser 82 being assumed to be parallelly disposed. Incoming polarised light will not 
impinge on the ferroelectric ceramic material 74 because the twisted nematic crystal 64 would rotate the 
plane of the polarisation of the illumination by 900 and such illumination would thus be absorbed in analyser 
82.  The display unit, accordingly, would initially be in an "off" or dark state and no voltage would exist 
across the terminals or electrodes 76 and 78 of the ferroelectric ceramic. 
 
The "on" of the display apparatus would be bright under reflected illumination and would be indicated by the 
appearance of a DC voltage across terminals 76 and 78.  The unit would be switched to the "on" stage 
through the application of an initial polarising voltage pulse between electrodes 76 and 78.  The twisted 
nematic liquid crystal would now lose its ability to rotate the plane of polarisation of the illumination and 
light would fall on the surface of the now-polarised ferroelectric ceramic material 74 such that the ceramic 
would generate a steady, high photovoltaic voltage which would appear across the electrodes of the liquid 
crystal.  This photovoltaic voltage would prevent the liquid crystal from returning to the twisted phase and 
the liquid crystal would thus remain transparent and a voltage potential would be maintained across the 
electrodes for the duration of the illumination. 
 
The display apparatus can be returned to its dark state simply by shorting across terminals 76 and 78 and the 
crystal cell would return to its opaque condition with no voltage appearing across the electrodes. A new 
external voltage pulse would be required across electrodes 76 and 78 to again switch the unit on. It should be 
appreciated that only a momentary voltage pulse is required to turn the display unit on, and only a 
momentary short circuit is needed to turn the unit off. 
 
If the incident illumination were interrupted, the display unit would likewise be put into an "off" state. The 
memory characteristics of the display apparatus thus are volatile in the sense that a removal of illumination 
will put the display unit into an "off" state. Permanent memory characteristics can be obtained by depoling 
the ferroelectric ceramic 74 with additional circuitry and the illumination could then be interrupted. When 
illumination is restored, a voltage pulse would switch "on" only those units of the array which were in an 
"on" state at the time of interruption of illumination, since only the polarised ferroelectric ceramic units will 
produce a photo-voltage. The depoled units can then be repoled without switching them "on", utilising a 
suitable circuit to apply a polarising voltage to the ceramic but not to the liquid cell to therefore retain the 
liquid crystal cell in its dark state as it was at the time the illumination was removed. 
 
Many other different embodiments combining a liquid crystal display with the ferroelectric ceramic substrate 
of the instant invention can be fabricated along the generalised teachings referred to above. From the 
standpoint of materials selection, PLZT is desired when a transparent ferroelectric ceramic is required, and 
other ferroelectric ceramics such as Pb(Zr0.53Ti0.47)O3 + 1% by weight of Nb2O5 (i.e. PZT-5), a solid 



solution of lead titanate, and lead zirconate can be utilised when relatively cheap "opaque" materials are 
acceptable. With the display devices as above-discussed, typical thickness of the ferroelectric ceramic 
material are on the order of 0.020 inches. In accordance with the generalised teachings appearing at the 
outset of this specification, it is to be appreciated that the photovoltaic output of the ferroelectric ceramic 
material is proportional to the material length and, the higher the photovoltaic output, the faster the switching 
time of the associated liquid crystal. 
 
A further form of optical display apparatus is contemplated herein by which the previously discussed 
photoconductive properties of ferroelectric ceramic materials are utilised in the formation of display 
apparatus. As will be recalled and appreciated, the resistivity of typical ferroelectric ceramic materials varies 
as a function of the illumination incident thereon and thus, the voltage drop across illuminated regions of a 
ferroelectric ceramic substrate that has a polarising voltage applied thereto would be less than the voltage 
drop across non-illuminated or dark regions of the ceramic. Attention in this respect is directed to Fig.33 of 
the application drawings. 
 
The display device depicted in Fig.33 is such that a photograph in the form of a projected image can be 
stored in a ferroelectric ceramic sheet or substrate 84 as a pattern of poled ferroelectric regions where the 
remanent polarisation of such regions is simply related to the intensity of the projected image at that point. 
The pattern of poled regions can be produced by the already discussed technique of a photoconductive 
ferroelectric sandwich, or by utilising the photoconductive properties of ferroelectric materials directly. 
 
In the embodiment of Fig.33, an image is projected onto a ferroelectric-photoconductive substrate 84, which 
substrate is backed by a sheet of resistive material 86 such as evaporated carbon, semiconductor material or 
the like. A transparent front electrode 88 forming a ground plane covers the surface of the ferroelectric 
material 84, which material is of the type which would exhibit a sizable polarisation dependent photovoltaic 
effect. A further electrode 90, covers the rear surface of the resistive material 86, and a polarising voltage 
would be applied to the apparatus between electrodes 90 and 83. 
 
With such an arrangement the voltage drop will be seen to exist across those regions of the ferroelectric 
substrate 84 which are illuminated will be less than the voltage drop apparent across the non-illuminated or 
dark regions. As such the lower remanent polarisation within the ferroelectric material will be effected than 
in those regions of the ferroelectric material that are not illuminated by the projected image. Accordingly a 
"negative" of the projected image would thus be stored in the ferroelectric substrate or sheet 84 as regions of 
varying remanent polarisation. In that the ferroelectric 84 is photovoltaic having polarisation dependent 
photo-voltages as discussed this stored image is now read out electrically utilising the techniques already 
described with respect to the embodiments of the invention illustrated in Fig.26 of the application drawings 
or Fig.28 et. seq. of the application drawings.  It is displayed by applying the photo-voltages from regions of 
polarisation in which the image is effectively stored to liquid crystal electrodes as for example is illustrated 
in Fig.34 of the application drawings where illumination sufficiently strong penetrates the dark liquid crystal 
93, to in a regenerative fashion, apply the photo-voltage from polarised region 91, to the liquid crystal region 
immediately adjacent varying in intensity depending on the value of the polarisation. A negative image is 
produced in reflection. 
 
 
High Voltage Battery 
 
The teaching in this patent may be applied toward the provision of a novel high voltage battery serving to 
convert radiation such as X-radiation in this instance, directly into electrical energy.  In this respect, a block 
or substrate of ferroelectric ceramic material would again be provided to which electrodes are attached in the 
identical fashion as was discussed with respect to the basic physical configuration of the invention illustrated 
in Fig.1 of the application drawings.  An example of the constituent material of the ferroelectric ceramic in 
this instance is solid solution PZT-5A consisting of 53 mole percent ZrTiO3 and 47 mole PbTiO3 with 1 
percent by weight of niobium added such as Nb2O5.  This ferroelectric ceramic material would be poled in 
the usual fashion by the application of a high voltage applied across the electrodes. 
 



To function as a battery, the ceramic material can contain a radioactive component and this can be all or a 
portion of any of the above-discussed constituent elements.  For example, the material may be fabricated 
with a radioactive isotope of Zr,TiO, Nb, etc., or a radioactive additive can be added to the composition. 
Alternatively, the composition may be placed next to a strong radioactive source and, for example, could 
actually be coated with a radioactive material.  The primary requirement is that a flux of gamma rays or X-
rays within the material be produced, which radiation has the effect of ionising the ferroelectric ceramic 
material so as to produce non-equilibrium carriers. 
 
Thus, in the instance of the application of a poled ferroelectric ceramic material as a high voltage battery, an 
external light source would not be required as the ionising source in that the non-equilibrium carriers would 
be produced by the internal ionisation of the ferroelectric ceramic material effected by the radiation and 
would result in an emf which would appear across the electrodes. 
 
Accordingly, an open circuit voltage proportional to the length of the ferroelectric ceramic material between 
the electrodes and inversely proportional to average grain size, and the like as was discussed at the outset of 
this specification would be produced by the gamma or X-radiation. Similarly, a short circuit current 
proportional to the electrode area and the net (steady state) increment of excess carriers introduced into the 
conduction band would likewise be produced, this being related to the intensity of the ionising radiation. 
 
As can be appreciated, the emf would persist as long as the ionising radiation persisted and, extrapolating 
from the detailed photo-effect results, the emf produced by this high voltage battery would be relatively 
independent of the intensity of the radiation and thus not strongly dependent on the half-life of the 
radioactive material. 
 
While there has been shown and described several preferred embodiments and applications of the basic 
invention hereof, those skilled in the art should appreciate that such embodiments are exemplary and not 
limiting and are to be construed within the scope of the following claims: 
 
CLAIMS 
 
What is claimed is: 
 
1. A photovoltaic memory apparatus comprising: a substrate of a ferroelectric ceramic; means for selectively 

applying a voltage pulse of a predetermined polarity across a region of said substrate to thereby effect a 
remanent ferroelectric polarisation in said region of said substrate representative of the information to be 
stored; means for selectively illuminating said poled region of said substrate with a source of radiation, 
whereby a photovoltaic voltage is produced at said region of a polarity dependent upon said 
predetermined polarity of said polarising voltage pulse; and means for detecting said photovoltaic voltage 
whereby the stored information is retrieved. 

 
2. A memory apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein an array of electrode pairs are disposed on opposing 

sides of said substrate to define a matrix configuration of poled regions, said polarising voltage pulse 
being applied across selected electrode pairs, and wherein said information reading means scans said 
matrix configuration in accordance with a desired pattern, said detecting means being coupled to said 
array of electrode pairs and being synchronised with said information reading means. 

 
3. A memory apparatus as defined in claim 1, wherein said substrate is sandwiched between at least one 

electrode pair and one electrode of said electrode pair is transparent such that said illumination from said 
information reading means passes through it into said respective poled region of said substrate. 

 
4. A method of addressing and storing information utilising a substrate of a ferroelectric ceramic as a 

memory core, said method comprising the steps of initially effecting a remanent electrical polarisation in 
regions of the ferroelectric ceramic by the application of a voltage pulse across the regions of the 
substrate, the voltage pulse having at least one of a polarity and magnitude representative of the 
information to be stored; addressing the memory core while illuminating the polarised regions of the 
ferroelectric ceramic substrate with a source of radiation; and detecting at least one of the polarity and 
magnitude of the photovoltaic current and voltage produced by such illumination upon the polarised 



regions, the polarity and magnitude being dependent upon the polarity and magnitude of the initial 
polarising voltage pulse whereby the stored information is recovered. 

 
5. An optical apparatus comprising in combination: an electro-optic means providing variable light 

transmission characteristics in response to the magnitude and polarity of an applied voltage; a substrate of 
a ferroelectric ceramic; means for applying a polarising voltage pulse of a predetermined magnitude and 
polarity across said substrate to effect a remanent electrical polarisation within said substrate; means for 
illuminating said electro-optic means and said ceramic substrate, illumination impinging upon said 
substrate effecting the generation by said substrate of a photovoltaic current and voltage having a polarity 
dependent upon the polarity of said polarising voltage pulse; and means for applying said generated 
photovoltaic voltage to said electro-optic means, whereby the transmission characteristics of said electro-
optic means to the illumination impinging thereon is varied to effect a visual display. 

 
6. A display apparatus as defined in claim 5, wherein the light transmission characteristics of said electro-

optic means is switched from a relatively low opacity to a relatively high opacity upon application thereto 
of said generated photovoltaic voltage. 

 
7. A display apparatus as defined in claim 5, wherein the light transmission characteristics of said electro-

optic means is switched from a relatively high opacity to a relatively low opacity upon application thereto 
of said generated photovoltaic voltage. 

 
8. A display apparatus as defined in claim 6, wherein said relatively low opacity is of a value such that said 

electro-optic means is substantially transparent, said relatively high opacity being of a value such that said 
electro-optic means is substantially opaque. 

 
9. A display apparatus as defined in claim 7, wherein said relatively low opacity is of a value such that said 

electro-optic means is substantially transparent, said relatively high opacity being of a value such that said 
electro-optic means is substantially opaque. 

 
10. A display apparatus as defined in claim 5, wherein the magnitude of said polarising voltage is selected 

such that the light transmission characteristics of said electro-optic means is switched between varying 
opacities to define a gray scale. 

 
11. A display apparatus as defined in claim 33, wherein said electro-optic means is a liquid crystal of the 

twisted nematic type. 
 
12. A display apparatus as defined in claim 5, wherein said electro-optic means is a liquid crystal of the 

colour switching type. 
 
13. A display apparatus as defined in claim 11, wherein said liquid crystal is sandwiched between a light 

polariser and a light analyser. 
 
14. A display apparatus as defined in claim 5, wherein said electro-optic means and said ferroelectric ceramic 

substrate are disposed in superposition to define a monolithic structure. 
 
15. A display apparatus as defined in claim 14, wherein said electro-optic means is a colour switching liquid 

crystal disposed in superposition with said ceramic substrate to define a monolithic structure, and wherein 
said means for applying a polarising voltage to said substrate and said means for applying said 
photovoltaic voltage to said liquid crystal comprises a plurality of electrodes disposed on opposite faces 
of said structure with said structure being sandwiched between them, at least one electrode pair being in 
contact with said liquid crystal and with said ceramic substrate, respectively; said electrode of said pair 
which is in contact with said liquid crystal being transparent. 

 
16. A display apparatus as defined in claim 14, wherein said monolithic structure constitutes a plurality of 

stacked superposed layers comprising a first transparent electrode, an electro-optic means, a second 
transparent electrode, said substrate of a ferroelectric ceramic, and a third electrode, said third electrode 
being coupled to said first electrode, said means for applying said polarising voltage being defined by 



said second and third electrodes, said means for applying said generated photovoltaic voltage being 
defined by said first and second electrodes, and wherein said means for illuminating said electro-optic 
means and said substrate comprises a light beam directed to impinge upon said first transparent electrode. 

 
17. A display apparatus as defined in claim 16, wherein said electro-optic means is a liquid crystal of the 

colour switching type. 
 
18. A display apparatus as defined in claim 16, wherein said plurality of stacked layers further includes a 

polariser disposed over said first transparent electrode, and an analyser disposed between said second 
transparent electrode and said ceramic substrate, said electro-optic means being a liquid crystal of the 
twisted nematic type. 

 
19. A display apparatus as defined in claim 16, wherein said illumination means comprises a source of 

polarised light, said plurality of stacked layers including an analyser disposed between said second 
transparent electrode and said ceramic substrate, said electro-optic means being a liquid crystal of the 
twisted nematic type. 

 
20. A display apparatus as defined in claim 19, wherein said analyser is disposed in a direction parallel to the 

plane of polarisation of the incident illumination. 
 
21. A display apparatus as defined in claim 19, wherein said analyser is disposed so as to be crossed with 

respect to the plane of polarisation of the incident illumination. 
 
22. A method of electrically storing optical information comprising the steps of: projecting an image 

constituting the optical information onto a sandwich of a ferroelectric ceramic backed by a layer of 
resistive material to form an illumination pattern thereon; applying a voltage pulse across the sandwich 
whereby varying remanent polarisations within the ferroelectric ceramic are produced in dependence 
upon the illumination pattern. 

 
23. The method of claim 22, further including the step of reading out the remanent polarisations to thereby 

extract the stored optical information. 
 
24. A display apparatus as defined in claim 5, wherein said variation of the transmission characteristics of the 

electro-optic means ensures that illumination continues to impinge upon said substrate to latch said 
electro-optical means and maintain said transmission variation thereof. 

 
25. A method of electrically storing optical information comprising the steps of: projecting an image 

constituting the optical information onto a ferroelectric ceramic layer to form an illumination pattern 
thereon and thereby alter the resistivity of the ceramic layer in accordance with said pattern; applying a 
voltage pulse across the ceramic whereby varying remanent polarisations within the ferroelectric ceramic 
are produced in dependence upon the illumination pattern. 

 


